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LETTER FROM PAGV CO-CHAIRS:

Two years after the deadliest mass shooting in American history occurred at the Route 91 Harvest Festival in Las Vegas, Prosecutors Against Gun Violence (PAGV) gathered for its tenth convening on October 4, 2019 entitled, “The New Norm: Mass Shootings in America.” From Parkland to El Paso, Pittsburgh to Poway, mass shootings indeed threaten to become a new norm in America. At a time when national leadership on the issue is lacking, prosecutors from 30 cities and counties across the nation gathered to engage experts and devise actionable strategies to prevent mass shootings in every community. The daylong conference featured an array of specialists in public safety, mental health, and law enforcement, all of whom shared their wisdom on panels ranging from “The Role of a Prosecutor’s Office in Mass Shootings” to “The Mind of a Mass Shooter.”

One truth has emerged from PAGV’s convenings in five years: prosecutors have unique credibility and expertise when it comes to protecting our communities. It is why we formed PAGV—a bipartisan coalition advancing prosecutorial and policy solutions to the crisis of gun violence. Until the scourge of gun violence is a relic of the past, we remain steadfast in our commitment to effectuate change.

PAGV has partnered with the William S. Boyd School of Law at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, to produce this first-of-its-kind resource guide on the issue of mass shootings. Prosecutors can play a leading role in combating gun violence well before crisis strikes. This guide will serve as a valuable resource to prevent mass shootings or in the event one occurs. Notably, the text of this report will not include the names of any mass shooter, to avoid glorifying them and their actions.

This undertaking would not be possible without the tireless effort of Assistant District Attorney Sabrina Margret Bierer of the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office, and William S. Boyd School of Law J.D. candidates Haley Beza, J. Gregory Cloward, and Hannah Nelson, who worked with PAGV in drafting this report. The entire PAGV community thanks them and the panelists for their invaluable contributions. PAGV also thanks The Joyce Foundation, Everytown for Gun Safety, and Giffords: Courage to Fight Gun Violence for their continued support and partnership.

Sincerely,

Cyrus R. Vance, Jr.
Co-Chair
Manhattan District Attorney

Mike Feuer
Co-Chair
Los Angeles City Attorney
INTRODUCTION

IN THE LATE 1990S, NEWS THAT TWO TEENAGERS had opened fire in a high school in Columbine, Colorado shook the nation—this type of tragedy was unconscionable and largely unheard-of. By 2017, however, word that a man had fired more than 1,100 rounds of ammunition into a concert crowd in Las Vegas, Nevada, massacring dozens and wounding hundreds more, was easier to believe. By that time, the nation had already grappled with the realities of the mass shootings at Virginia Tech, Fort Hood, Sandy Hook Elementary School, an Aurora movie theater, an Orlando nightclub, and countless other locations. People still mourned the losses from these shootings—how could they not?—but some had become desensitized to the shock of it all. Mass shootings, or events where four or more people are shot, were, and are, the new norm.

As what constitutes “normal” changes, so, too, must the approach of a prosecutor, because prosecutors are charged with the duty of continuing to keep their communities safe regardless of how commonplace a particular evil becomes. This is especially true in the context of mass shootings, as prosecutors serve vital roles at every stage of these tragedies—before, during, and after, regardless of whether there is someone to prosecute. This resource guide aims to assist prosecutors at all stages.

This guide first discusses the ways in which prosecutors can, on a micro level, work to prevent mass shootings. Those methods include identifying mass shooting response teams, mitigating the risk of such tragedies at public events, leveraging technology to combat extremism from rising to the level of violence, and prosecuting threats before they are actualized. Next, the guide provides lessons for what to do in the event of a mass shooting. In that regard, it discusses charging decisions, continuing the investigation, talking to the community, and providing victim services. Finally, the paper discusses how prosecutors can, on a macro level, work to mitigate the risk of these tragedies by advocating specific legislation and policy.

No one thinks a mass shooting will take place in their city—until it does. This paper references and uses lessons from various past mass shooting events, including the:

- **NOVEMBER 14, 2019** Saugus High School shooting in Santa Clarita, California, in which the shooter, using a “ghost gun,” or a gun that is untraceable and undetectable, killed two students, wounded three others, and took his own life;

- **AUGUST 4, 2019** Dayton, Ohio Entertainment District shooting, in which the shooter killed 9 victims and wounded 17 others, and the shooter was fatally wounded by law enforcement;
AUGUST 3, 2019 El Paso, Texas Walmart shooting, in which the shooter posted an anti-Mexican manifesto on the website 8chan before he killed 22 people and injured 24 others, turned himself in, and was subsequently indicted for 90 federal crimes, including 22 counts of a hate crime resulting in death;

JULY 28, 2019 Gilroy Garlic Festival in California, in which the shooter used a “military-style” semi-automatic rifle to kill three and wound 12 others, and the shooter was fatally wounded by law enforcement;

MARCH 15, 2019 Christchurch, New Zealand Mosque shootings, in which the shooter issued a 74-page white supremacist manifesto before killing 51 people, and was apprehended by law enforcement and subsequently charged with dozens of crimes, including 51 counts of murder;

NOVEMBER 7, 2018 Borderline Bar & Grill in Thousand Oaks, California shooting, in which the shooter fired more than 50 rounds, killed 12 people, and wounded another before taking his own life;

NOVEMBER 2, 2018 Tallahassee, Florida yoga studio shooting, in which the gunman posted online messages of sexism, racism, and sympathy for misogynist shootings before opening fire in a yoga studio, wounding two women fatally, wounding an additional four women, pistol-whipping a man, and taking his own life;

OCTOBER 1, 2017 Las Vegas, Nevada shooting, in which the shooter used 24 modified firearms to shoot 1,100 rounds into a concert crowd, killing 58 and wounding about 850 people, more than 400 of them by gunfire, before ultimately taking his own life;

---

4 Michael Balsamo et al., Walmart Shooting Suspect is Charged with Federal Hate Crimes, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Feb. 6, 2020), https://apnews.com/540119399f35dccc9f1c151663a8c23.


JANUARY 8, 2011 Tucson, Arizona shooting, in which the shooter killed six people and wounded 13 others, including U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords. The shooter was tackled by a bystander when he paused to reload his gun, apprehended by law enforcement, convicted of 19 counts of murder-related charges, and sentenced to life in prison.\(^{10}\)

NOVEMBER 5, 2009 Fort Hood, Texas shooting in which the shooter, a U.S. Army major and psychiatrist, murdered 14 people and injured more than 30 others and was charged with 13 counts of premeditated murder, 32 counts of attempted murder, and ultimately sentenced to death.\(^{11}\)

The lessons learned from these mass shootings can aid prosecutors in mitigating the havoc mass shooters wreak on communities.

**ACTION PLANS: BEFORE A MASS SHOOTING**

A PROSECUTOR’S ROLE IN A MASS SHOOTING begins long before the event itself. Prosecutors can take steps to prevent mass shootings by creating threat-assessment teams; coordinating with the staff at venues that are vulnerable to mass shootings; identifying domestic terrorists, white supremacists and extremists; and identifying and prosecuting threats of mass shootings before they manifest into tragic events.

IDENTIFYING MASS SHOOTING RESPONDERS AND CREATING THREAT-ASSESSMENT TEAMS

IDENTIFYING THE KEY PLAYERS BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE the prosecutor’s office is the first step to prepare for a mass shooting. State and local prosecutors, as well as local law enforcement, communities of faith and clergy, social workers, psychologists and psychiatrists, victim services organizations, emergency services, national non-profits, federal law enforcement, federal prosecutors’ offices, and state government offices will be critical collaborators in the hours, days, and months that follow a mass shooting.\(^{12}\) Identifying these people and entities and determining what role they can play will be necessary in advance crisis planning. These various agencies will be able to help with threat assessment, major-incident response, investigation, victim services, victim family services, and community rebuilding, among other things.

---


Once a prosecutor has identified these key players, the prosecutor should open lines of communication. For example, the Utah County Attorney’s Office assigns one or two members of the office to serve as the main points of contact with each outside agency it works with in the wake of a crisis.\textsuperscript{13} The assigned members of the office provide on-call assistance to the agencies around the clock, and the agencies know that they may reach out to these points of contact for general questions at any time.\textsuperscript{14} This practice has increased the efficiency of inter-agency work.\textsuperscript{15}

Prosecutors can also assist by leading an effort to develop community-based threat assessment teams with local law enforcement, communities of faith or clergy, social workers, psychologists and psychiatrists, and anyone else who has the ability to assist those experiencing a crisis.\textsuperscript{16} The process of threat assessment was originally developed by the U.S. Secret Service in response to school violence, and is described as “a structured group process used to evaluate the risk posed by a student or another person, typically as a response to an actual or perceived threat or concerning behavior.”\textsuperscript{17} Essentially, threat assessment teams seek to evaluate a particular individual, and look at the surrounding facts and circumstances to determine whether that person poses a credible, identifiable risk.\textsuperscript{18} In that regard, threat assessment teams conduct preventative investigations to determine whether someone is on a “pathway to violence” that could ultimately result in a mass shooting.\textsuperscript{19} These preventative teams work to identify those in need, assist them in getting off the pathway toward violent behavior, and help them cope with any personal crises they may be experiencing.\textsuperscript{20} The overarching goal of threat assessment teams is to prevent people from resorting to violence when they feel they are at their tipping point.\textsuperscript{21}

When working to identify mass shooters, teams can look for the four things that mass shooters tend to have in common: (1) childhood trauma and early exposure to violence; (2) an identifiable personal crisis; (3) study of other mass shooters; and (4) the means to carry out the attack, e.g., access to a firearm.\textsuperscript{22} Notably, too, regardless of whether a shooter actually survives, committing a mass shooting puts an end to life as the shooter previously knew it. Thus, mass homicide can be a form of suicide.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{FOUR THINGS THAT MASS ShootERS TEND TO HAVE IN COMMON:}
\item \textbf{1} childhood trauma and early exposure to violence;
\item \textbf{2} an identifiable personal crisis;
\item \textbf{3} study of other mass shooters; and
\item \textbf{4} the means to carry out the attack, e.g., access to a firearm
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{13} Telephone Interview with Chad Grunander, Chief Deputy District Attorney, Utah County Attorney’s Office (Nov. 7, 2019).
\textsuperscript{14} Id.
\textsuperscript{15} Id.
\textsuperscript{16} Id.
\textsuperscript{17} \textsc{National Threat Assessment Center, supra note 12.}
\textsuperscript{18} \textsc{School-Based Threat Assessment, Wash. Off. Of Superintendent Of Public Instruction,}
(last visited Nov. 26, 2019).
\textsuperscript{19} Id.
\textsuperscript{20} Id.
\textsuperscript{21} Dr. Marisa Randazzo, Ph.D., Managing Partner at SIGMA Threat Management Associates, Remarks at The New Norm: Mass Shootings in America, Oct. 4, 2019.
IDEATION: Expressing thoughts or fantasies considering the use of violence to address a real or perceived grievance, threat, or provocation. Note that many people have occasional or fleeting thoughts of violence in response to perceived grievances. Most do not act on those thoughts or move forward along the pathway. Therefore, knowledge that someone is thinking about violence does not confirm that a danger exists but should alert us to the possibility, and that the person may be struggling with a grievance of some sort or otherwise considering violence as a way to solve a problem.

PLANNING: Giving thought and consideration not only to the idea of committing violence, but the who, what, when, where and how of doing so. Expressions may begin to reference timing, location, targets, manes, methods, etc. The person of concern may seek out and gather information regarding prior shootings or shooters, information about potential targets, means of causing harm, equipment, etc.

PREPARATION: Beyond just acquiring weapons, this stage involves attempts to prepare for the violence and to develop or acquire the means and methods to engage in harm to target(s)/victim(s). They may try to obtain the means to fulfill their plans (e.g., weapons, tools, plans. The person of concern may test boundaries to practice accessing secure areas.

IMPLEMENTATION: The person of concern moves to carry out the violent plan. Research indicates that while targeted violence incidents are rarely spontaneous and impulsive, they can escalate rapidly form ideation through implementation. This may be expedited by a sense of desperation for resolution, lack of concern for consequences, or the influences of others encouraging escalation (e.g., through social media or direct communications). When there are indications that a person of concern may pose a threat to the school community, the threat assessment team will need to move quickly to inquire about and intervene in that planning or preparation.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PREVENTION: Many school shootings and other acts of targeted violence are preventable. The challenge is that, while pieces of the puzzle are usually available, the information is likely to be scattered and fragmented. When a threat is reported, a multi-disciplinary threat assessment team can act quickly to assemble the facts to determine if the person of concern is on the pathway to violence, and to work with them to solve underlying problems and move them away from thoughts/plans of violence.

Source: Texas State School Safety Center
Lessons can be learned from the behaviors of suicidal individuals, as there are known, effective ways to prevent death by suicide. For example, before suicidal individuals carry out their actions, they typically experience confliction—part of them does not want to follow through while the other part has to. By taking part in threat assessment, prosecutors can focus on the side of the individual’s confliction that is most receptive to non-violent solutions to their problems.\textsuperscript{23}

“It is important and useful to understand mass homicide as a form of suicide, since people who commit these crimes have given up on life as they know it. Either they die or they will spend the rest of their lives locked up.”


There are resources and tools available online that prosecutors and other agencies can use as models for their major-incident response and threat-assessment plans. For example, the United States National Response Team Incident Command System provides a Unified Command Technical Assistance Document intended to guide agencies at the state, federal, and local level to promote safe and effective incident response.\textsuperscript{24} The Secret Service and Department of Education authored Threat Assessment in Schools: A Guide to Managing Threatening Situations and to Creating Safe School Climates, intended for school personnel and law enforcement officials tasked with protecting schools. It can serve as a useful resource for threat management and mass-shooting prevention.\textsuperscript{25}

**RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM AND UNIFIED COMMAND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unified Command</th>
<th>Participants May Include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Official(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State Official(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Official(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responsible Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Representative(s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Information
- Safety
- Liaison
- Operations
- Planning
- Logistics
- Finance and Administration

---

\textsuperscript{23} Dr. Joel Dvoskin, Ph.D., A.B.P.P. (Forensic), Clinical and Forensic Psychologist, Remarks at The New Norm: Mass Shootings in America, Oct. 4, 2019.


In short, facilitating relationships with outside agencies and designating roles inside and outside the prosecutor’s office aimed at identifying would-be mass shooters and responding if a tragedy is actualized is a first step prosecutors can take to keep their communities safe.

PREVENTING MASS SHOOTINGS AT PUBLIC EVENTS

MAP OF MANDALAY BAY/ROUTE 91 FESTIVAL

SEVERAL MASS SHOOTINGS HAVE TAKEN PLACE AT PUBLIC EVENTS, victimizing thousands of people at the same time and place. The 1 October shooting in Las Vegas in 2017 took place at the Route 91 Harvest Festival, an outdoor country music concert.26 Another mass shooting that left four dead and 17 others injured took place at the Gilroy Garlic Festival, one of the nation’s best-known food festivals, which attracts tens of thousands of visitors.27 Prosecutors can learn from these situations to prevent future mass shootings.

“Many mass shootings could never have taken place without the fuel of racist and misogynist propaganda, or the help of unscrupulous purveyors of the weapons of war, or the failure of public venues to implement effective security measures.”

– Professor Mary Anne Franks, Our Collective Responsibility for Mass Shootings, N.Y. Times, Oct. 9, 2019


27 Johnson et al., supra note 5.
Because public events are planned in advance, they provide prosecutors, law
enforcement, and other entities the opportunity to put mechanisms in place to prevent mass
 shootings. Prosecutors can play a significant role in planning a major event by informing police
and security staff of laws that they can rely on ahead of time to empower promoters, hotels,
or venues to implement such protocols, and can ensure that there are procedures in place to
educate individuals staffing the event of their responsibilities.28

Former Assistant Director for Counterintelligence at the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Frank Figliuzzi outlined the “three E’s” for
prosecutors: embed, exercise, and evaluate.29 Prosecutors should embed
seasoned personnel early in the planning stage with law enforcement
partners and clearly define roles.30 Prosecutors should exercise their well-
written and well-rehearsed comprehensive incident response plans to avoid
falling into the human-nature trap of throwing out all established policies
and practices when something new happens and emotions and adrenaline
are high.31 Lastly, prosecutors should evaluate the venue and engage with
venue staff to gain information about individuals who may pose a threat,
such as individuals who recently became unemployed, expressed unusual
interest in the venue, or requested particular hotel rooms that overlook
outdoor events.32 Following these protocols in advance of a public event
decreases the probability that a mass shooting will happen, and, at the very
least, helps ensure that the response effort is seamless.

PREVENTING MASS SHOOTINGS BY COMBATING
DOMESTIC TERRORISM, EXTREMISM, AND WHITE SUPREMACY
THROUGH SOCIAL NETWORKING

Prosecutors must also be vigilant about the powerful role social media platforms
may play in a mass shooting. Prosecutors can leverage the information found on social
networking websites to prevent or prosecute a mass shooting and can partner with agencies
like The Southern Poverty Law Center and the ADL’s (Anti-Defamation League) Center on
Extremism to bolster enforcement and investigation efforts.

---

28 Frank Figliuzzi, Former Assistant Director for Counterintelligence at the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
29 Id.
30 Id.
31 Id.
32 For example, the 1 October shooter specifically requested a room with a view of the concert site.
AP Wire Service, Vegas Gunman Requested 32nd Floor Mandalay Bay Hotel Room Where He Opened
Fire, FOX 6 News (Oct. 4, 2017), https://fox6now.com/2017/10/04/vegas-gunman-requested-32nd-
floor-mandalay-bay-hotel-room-where-he-opened-fire/.
Social media has permeated our culture and is a way for like-minded people to find one another. According to a 2019 Pew research study, 55% of U.S. adults get their news from social media either “often” or “sometimes”—an 8% increase from the year before. Beyond the mainstream social media networking sites like Facebook, there are fringe sites that allow individuals to share extreme worldviews, find like-minded sympathizers, and recruit followers. Many of these fringe sites allow users to post anonymously and in a manner that prevents their location from being tracked, which poses problems for law enforcement and other agencies trying to investigate crimes discussed on these platforms.

One such fringe platform is 8chan, an online messaging board that allows users to create anonymous accounts, share extremist messages, and encourage mass shooters. The El Paso and Christchurch shooters both posted messages or manifestos on 8chan prior to opening fire and the active threads on the site celebrated their actions after the fact. Minutes before the El Paso shooter killed 22 and injured 25 at a Walmart, he made a lengthy post—describing an “invasion” of Hispanics—on 8chan. Shortly after the shooting, a thread urged site users

---


34 Id.

35 Oren Segal, Vice President of ADL’s Center on Extremism, Remarks at The New Norm: Mass Shootings in America, Oct. 4, 2019.


37 Id.

to create “memes and original content” making it easier to “celebrate the [gunman’s] heroic action.”\textsuperscript{39} Likewise, before the Christchurch shooter, a white supremacist, killed 51 and injured dozens of others at two mosques, he posted a manifesto to the site and live-streamed his attack.\textsuperscript{40}

“Radicalization into violent extremism involves three basic ingredients: the need, the narrative, and the network. Our theory identifies the need for personal significance as the dominant need that underlies violent extremism.”


Although these sites contribute to spreading extreme ideologies and are connected to mass shooters, there is danger in shutting down or “de-platforming” these speakers or speech and denying them a venue to express their opinions. Of course, there are First Amendment concerns associated with such actions. So, too, de-platforming risks losing investigation tools and evidence.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, individuals, groups, and organizations must weigh the cost of shutting down a recruitment tool against losing the ability to monitor the individuals on these sites and the content they post; as discussed below, the appropriate balance may be advocating the implementation of new laws that provide liability for facilitating illegal activity on the internet.\textsuperscript{42}

Notably, too, fringe platforms are not the only mediums where extremists post information that may be valuable in preventing and investigating mass shootings. For example, the gunman in the 2018 Tallahassee yoga studio shooting, who shot six women (two of whom died) and pistol-whipped a man before killing himself, had posted videos on YouTube with messages of sexism, racism, and sympathy for other misogynist killings. YouTube removed the videos from public view after they were uncovered, which surely helped cease the glorification of the gunman and the spread of his extremist views, and the videos provided investigative leads for law enforcement.\textsuperscript{43}

\begin{flushleft}


\textsuperscript{41} Howard Graves, Senior Research Assistant at The Southern Poverty Law Center, Remarks at The New Norm: Mass Shootings in America, Oct. 4, 2019.

\textsuperscript{42} Id.

\textsuperscript{43} Gathright, supra note 8.
\end{flushleft}
While fringe platforms and other mediums do exist for extremists to utilize, prosecutors can partner with organizations like the The Southern Poverty Law Center and the ADL’s Center on Extremism to combat domestic terrorism, extremism, and white supremacy. The Southern Poverty Law Center is currently tracking more than 1,600 extremist groups operating across the country. The organization also publishes investigative reports (including an annual census of U.S. hate groups), trains law enforcement officers, shares key intelligence, and offers expert analysis to the media and the public. Similarly, the ADL’s Center on Extremism provides resources (such as heat maps), expertise, and training, which enable law enforcement, public officials, and internet companies to identify and counter emerging threats. The ADL can also support prosecutors in building cases both preemptively and after the fact.

**ADL HEAT MAP**

In 2018 and 2019, there were 7,067 incidents of extremism or anti-Semitism in the United States.

Source: https://www.adl.org/education-and-resources/resource-knowledge-base/adl-heat-map

In short, social media platforms provide a space for extremists to connect with one another, but also a valuable investigative tool, and law enforcement can leverage this tool and partner with organizations like The Southern Poverty Law Center and the ADL’s Center on Extremism to combat domestic terrorists, extremists, and white supremacists.

45 Id.
47 Id.
PREVENTING MASS SHOOTINGS BY PROSECUTING THREATS OF MASS SHOOTINGS

ANOTHER TOOL PROSECUTORS HAVE AVAILABLE to prevent mass shootings is to prosecute an individual for making a mass shooting threat. There are challenges attendant to such prosecutions, such as First Amendment limitations and the availability of charging options. In the right situations, however, these challenges must be navigated to protect the community.

To begin, there are, of course, instances in which individuals make traceable and articulable threats of mass violence. Although hate-based violence is not new to America, evolving technological advances and the existence of the internet make it easier than ever for extremists to “find, encourage, and abet one another,” because of the capability of instant communication that facilitates radicalization. And, as noted above, although the easier spreading of extremist ideals is detrimental to society in many ways, it does empower prosecutors with new investigative tools to leverage when investigating and prosecuting threats.

One of the first considerations a prosecutor must make is to determine what laws are available to prosecute threats of mass violence. Of course, each state has its own laws that prosecutors should familiarize themselves with before such threats occur. On the federal level, the law prohibits the transmission in interstate commerce of “any communication containing any threat . . . to injure the person of another.”

The next steps include deciding when an individual’s words constitute a prosecutable offense under the available laws and deciding what charges to bring. Under federal law, at least, a threat only becomes a crime if the person making the statement has some form of intent beyond mere negligence. Even once a prosecutor has determined that a threat is prosecutable, the prosecutor must evaluate whether charging the highest crime is the best approach for public safety or if a lesser crime that gets the individual off the path of violence is best. To that end, many people who eventually commit mass shootings have had previous contacts with law enforcement or a history of criminal tendencies. By holding individuals responsible for lower-level crimes, including misdemeanors or crimes unrelated to gun violence, prosecutors can gain necessary leverage to require counseling, mental health services, or temporary or permanent forfeiture of weapons. So, too, the imposition of a prison sentence at a pivotal moment could potentially exacerbate the individual’s criminal tendencies by further hardening and angering the individual.

49 Id.
50 18 U.S.C.A § 875(c) (West 2019).
Another factor that demands consideration is the constitutional rights of the suspect. The First Amendment’s free speech protections are constantly looming when attempting to prosecute a threat. Notably, however, the First Amendment does not protect “true threats”—threats where the speaker means to communicate a serious expression of an intent to commit an act of unlawful violence to a particular individual or group of individuals. Thus, a prosecution can survive such challenge where the threat is a true one.

An example of a state prosecution where this challenge arose is the January 21, 2019 mass shooting threat that was prosecuted by Chad Grunander, Chief of the Criminal Division at the Utah County Attorney’s Office. In that case, an individual had posted a Facebook message stating that he intended to become the “next mass shooter” and kill “as many girls” as he could. Federal and local law enforcement in Colorado had been monitoring the individual and contacted the Utah County Attorney’s Office to verify that it could bring charges in conjunction with the threat. A manhunt ensued and ended within minutes when law enforcement found the suspect at a McDonald’s in Provo, Utah and arrested him.

The prosecutor’s office had a difficult time determining the best way to prosecute the case. First, the office considered the defendant’s First Amendment rights and concluded that the speech likely constituted a true threat. Next, they faced challenges in deciding what charges to bring, because Utah law expressly excluded firearms from the definition of “weapon of mass destruction” for the purposes of its felony Threat of Terrorism charge, yet Utah’s misdemeanor Threat of Violence charge seemed insufficient. Another factor weighing on the charging decisions was an evaluation of whether bringing more severe charges would result in a jury sympathizing with the defendant and acquitting him. Ultimately, the office proceeded with the prosecution by charging Attempted Threat of Terrorism in the Second Degree, and, as part of a plea disposition, the defendant pled guilty to the reduced charge of Attempted Threat of Terrorism in the Third Degree and was sentenced to five years in prison.

In short, despite the challenges prosecutors face in bringing charges for threat crimes, it is possible to pursue such charges and stop a true threat before it results in actual casualties.

In conclusion, prosecutors play a role in mass shootings even before they begin. They are uniquely positioned to bring other agencies together to develop plans to prevent and respond to these tragedies and can, among other things, leverage new technologies and prosecute threats to protect their communities.

56 Id.
ACTION PLANS: AFTER A MASS SHOOTING

PROSECUTORS PLAY A CRITICAL ROLE IN THE AFTERMATH of a mass shooting. That role varies based on whether the shooter lives, takes his own life, or is fatally wounded by law enforcement. If the shooter lives, difficult charging decisions need to be made. Even if the shooter dies, however, a prosecutor is intricately involved in victim assistance, investigation, and information dissemination.

CHARGING DECISIONS

IF A MASS SHOOTER LIVES, one of the first decisions a prosecutor must make is what charges to bring. Such charging decisions are plagued with some of the same problems discussed above in threat cases, but they also present other, unique challenges. One such challenge is bringing the perpetrator to justice and doing so with each victim in mind. By its very nature, a mass shooting creates many victims—not just the individuals shot, but also other individuals present at the time of the shooting. In many circumstances, a prosecutor would be able to prove attempted murder of unwounded victims. That said, charging a shooter with individual crimes for every wounded and non-wounded victim, in addition to bringing charges for the fatalities, may result in an untenable prosecution that lasts years, causes jury fatigue, undermines the credibility of the People’s case, and delays the healing process not just for the victims, but for the community as well. Along those same lines, a prosecutor may have to make a difficult decision about whether to seek the death penalty, a divisive measure that many see as wholly inappropriate in any situation but that others may feel is justifiable and even necessary after a mass shooting.

An illustrative example is the November 5, 2009 Fort Hood shooting, in which an Army Major entered Fort Hood’s Soldier Readiness Processing Center and opened fire on his fellow troops with a customized, high-capacity handgun.\(^{59}\) It was the worst incident of mass murder to take place at a military installation in United States history; the Army major murdered 13 people and wounded 32 others.\(^{60}\) The shooter had been radicalized online, even exchanging emails with an al-Qaeda leader, before deciding to “switch sides” in what the shooter considered to be the Army’s war on Islam.\(^{61}\) Colonel Michael Mulligan was appointed lead prosecutor in the case. He and his team had to make the difficult decision of what charges to bring. Ultimately, they decided to bring a charge per victim who was shot, but none for those
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who were present but not wounded, which required the team to have difficult conversations with the other victims.\textsuperscript{62} Ultimately, the defendant was charged with 13 counts of premeditated murder and 32 counts of attempted premeditated murder.\textsuperscript{63} In 2013, a panel of military officials unanimously sentenced him to death.\textsuperscript{64}

In short, there are many difficult decisions to navigate when prosecuting a mass shooter and prosecutors ought to be cognizant of this before making those determinations.

CONTINUING THE INVESTIGATION AND TALKING TO THE COMMUNITY

NEITHER THE DEATH, NOR THE CAPTURE, OF AN IDENTIFIED SHOOTER signals the end of the prosecutor’s need to investigate and communicate with the public. Prosecutors must attempt to identify where the shooter’s weapons came from, how the shooting happened, whether there are additional suspects, and whether other individuals are at risk of committing similar acts. Prosecutors may also serve a role in ensuring that misinformation is not disseminated to the public by participating in press conferences held by other law enforcement agencies or by issuing their own public statements.

In the aftermath of a mass shooting, the public will demand explanations, and, in the absence of reliable information, the media is more likely to issue unsubstantiated and false reports. Such reports risk sensationalizing the mass casualty, misleading the public regarding the underlying motives, and may even poison the jury pool in the jurisdiction and jeopardize the prosecution. Balancing this demand from the public and preserving the integrity of the criminal prosecution (or the completion of an officer-involved shooting report if the shooter was fatally shot by law enforcement) is no easy task. There are, however, ways to approach this. For example, although it is often the police that make regular statements to the public, ensuring that the prosecutor’s office has a strong relationship with any entity making such public statements may be key to ensuring that the facts being disseminated are accurate and also do not risk the prosecution.\textsuperscript{65} For example, after the Fort Hood shooting, Colonel Mulligan embedded an army prosecutor in the public affairs team that was issuing statements about the attack to ensure that the information shared was appropriate and factually accurate such that it satisfied questions from the public and did not compromise the ongoing prosecution.\textsuperscript{66}

Similarly, it may be prudent to intervene when the media asperses about motive. Often, the media and the public at large will speculate that mental illness is the underlying cause of mass shootings. Mental illness, however, only accounts for about four percent of violent

\textsuperscript{62} Similarly, the Oklahoma City bomber, responsible for the death of 168 people and the injury of over five hundred more, was officially charged with only eight counts of murder. See Lois Romano & Tom Kenworthy, McVeigh Guilty on All 11 Counts, WASH. POST (June 3, 1997), available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/national/longterm/oklahoma/stories/guilty2.htm.
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\textsuperscript{64} Kenber, supra note 59.

\textsuperscript{65} Telephone Interview with Michael Mulligan, Colonel, Ret., U.S. Army, (Nov. 5, 2019).
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crime. So, too, by expressing the idea that a mass shooter was beyond help, or extremely mentally ill, distracts from the real problem. People have been led to believe that mass shooters suffer from mental illness, and that “normal” people could never do something similar. In reality, the contrary is true, as those who commit mass shootings are oftentimes “normal” people experiencing a personal crisis. Further, most mass shooters could have been helped before they reached the point of committing a violent act. By reporting otherwise, the media exacerbates the problem by causing others to avoid seeking treatment and reducing the number of intervention points law enforcement and mental health providers can have with potential mass shooters.

Along those same lines, sensationalizing mass shootings can cause a ripple effect that emboldens other at-risk individuals to commit similar acts, and prosecutors may be able to intervene to prevent this. Aside from identifying and locating these individuals, prosecutors can discourage copycat behavior by encouraging the media to focus on victims, not the shooter. Prosecutors can also push the media to “de-identify,” or to remove the details regarding the identity of the shooter. De-identification reduces glorification of shooters and makes it more difficult for would-be shooters to research the paths of previous mass shooters, which may prevent the mass shooting from rippling into a subsequent event.

The “No Notoriety” campaign challenges news organizations to make no reference of the shooter while reporting on mass shootings. To reduce “rampage acts of mass violence due to media-inspired fame,” a few of the campaign’s media protocols include limiting using the name of the shooter to once per piece as a reference point, but never in the headlines never printing a photo above the fold; elevating the names and likeness of all victims to enforce the message their lives are more important than the killer’s actions; and agreeing “to promote data and analysis from experts in mental health, public safety, and other relevant professions to support further steps to help eliminate the motivation behind mass murder.”

Organizations such as the International Police Association, the Major Cities Chiefs, International Association of Chiefs of Police, Rabbis Against Gun Violence, along with People magazine and the Florida Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists have endorsed No Notoriety’s mission.
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Many lessons can be taken from the aftermath of 1 October. After the massacre, the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) knew that there were several unanswered questions and worked to resolve them. Among other things, they participated in hourly briefings, in which they conveyed the information they knew and asked the public to come forward with any information about the unresolved issues.\textsuperscript{78} Indeed, Clark County District Attorney Steve Wolfson participated in several of the conferences alongside the LVMPD.\textsuperscript{79} The LVMPD strategically timed the press releases in phases. The first phase was intended to release information to calm the public’s initial fear and to solicit any intelligence that the public may have. The second phase was focused on keeping people informed, and the third phase was to release information as it became available. Chief issues in the ongoing investigation were whether the shooter’s girlfriend was involved in or knew about the attack and where she was located.\textsuperscript{80} Ultimately, investigators located her, and, after interviewing her, determined she was not an additional suspect.\textsuperscript{81}

In sum, prosecutors have many roles after a mass shooting beyond making charging decisions. In addition to continuing the investigation, prosecutors can help mitigate the spread of misinformation.

**VICTIM SERVICES**

SO, TOO, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE SHOOTER LIVES, prosecutors will likely be called upon to assist with victim services, as they often have the most robust victim service programs and the community looks to them for support.

Victim services are unsurprisingly complicated when several victims are involved, but prosecutors can work together with other agencies to ensure that there are protocols in place to respond quickly in instances of mass tragedy. Aside from the typical victim services that must be contemplated—providing resources, counseling, and various supports—victims of mass casualty events often leave countless personal effects at the scene that will need to be returned once the items are deemed no longer necessary for the ongoing investigation.\textsuperscript{82} So, too, it is important to remember a single mass shooting victim can touch multiple families, and connecting with


\textsuperscript{82} Kasey Halcón, Program Director of Victim Services at the Santa Clara District Attorney’s Office, Remarks at The New Norm: Mass Shootings in America, Oct. 4, 2019.
various parents, grandparents, spouses and in-laws may become necessary.\textsuperscript{83} And, especially when the shooter is deceased, many of the victims’ loved ones, as well as the survivors and their loved ones, will feel robbed of justice, making providing victim services an even more difficult task than it otherwise would be.\textsuperscript{84} Prosecutors can attend memorial services, sponsor community events, and use their platform to comfort the community at large.\textsuperscript{85} Notably, the need for victim services will not end in the hours or days after the events; long-term resiliency centers will often be needed to help the community recover.\textsuperscript{86} Providing victim services comes in addition to “normal” investigative and legal work and can feel like a strain on a prosecutor’s office.\textsuperscript{87} Being prepared will help ease the burden mass shootings place on all involved.

The aftermath of the Gilroy Garlic Festival mass shooting provides a model for victim service response. Kasey Halcón, Program Director of Victim Services in the Santa Clara County District Attorney’s Office, was tasked with providing services to over 800 victims after the shooting.\textsuperscript{88} Her team relied on inter-agency relationships to set up a family assistance center within 24 hours of the incident.\textsuperscript{89} The center was staffed with mental health professionals and had private rooms where families could meet.\textsuperscript{90} The Santa Clara County District Attorney’s Office approved emergency spending to help fly victims’ family members home.\textsuperscript{91}

Prosecutor’s offices should also consider setting up Operational Agreements of Mutual Aid with surrounding jurisdictions to support their mass victimization incident response. For instance, the Santa Clara County District Attorney’s Office utilized staff from San Mateo County and Alameda County Victim/Witness agencies, having them work in their Family Assistance Centers following the Gilroy shooting. This allowed for Santa Clara’s staff to receive

\textsuperscript{83} Following the Fort Hood shooting, Colonel Mulligan made numerous cross-country flights to meet with the family of every victim. While the military’s virtually limitless budget made such personal outreach possible in that case, local prosecutors also have regular contact with victims and their families. George Brauchler, the lead prosecutor against the Aurora shooter, met with victims to hear their stories and fight for justice on their behalf. Steve Helling, Aurora Shooting Prosecutor George Brauchler: The James Holmes Trial ‘Will Always Stay with Me’, PEOPLE (Aug. 25, 2015), https://people.com/crime/aurora-shooting-prosecutor-george-brauchler-the-james-holmes-trial-will-always-stay-with-me/. The Aurora shooter was sentenced to life in prison for murdering twelve and wounding 70 by opening fire in a movie theater during a showing of The Dark Knight Rises in 2012. \textsuperscript{id}

\textsuperscript{84} Gregory Totten, Ventura County, California District Attorney, Remarks at The New Norm: Mass Shootings in America, Oct. 4, 2019.

\textsuperscript{85} Aside from sponsoring events, prosecutors can participate on committees aimed at healing the community. For example, following the 1 October shooting, Nevada Governor Steve Sisolak created a seven-member committee tasked with creating a memorial for the victims. Greg Haas, 1 October Memorial Committee Forms to Make Decisions, 8 News Now (Sept. 26, 2019), https://www.8newsnow.com/news/local-news/1-october-memorial-committee-forms-to-make-decisions/. Prosecutors can strengthen their relationship with the community by seeking membership on such committees.
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much needed reprieve after the initial response (several members of their team worked 24 hours straight the night of the incident), which created stasis within the main office to continue regular operation.92

There are several resources that prosecutors can access in this space. Model Family Assistance Center guides can be found online from areas like Los Angeles and Texas.93 In addition, there are funding streams available for victim services. For example, in New Jersey, in September 2019, the New Jersey Attorney General announced $20 million of Victims of Crime Act funding for the establishment of hospital-based violence intervention programs across the state.94 So too, under the federal Victims of Crime Act, the Office for Victims of Crime established the Crime Victims Fund, a major funding stream for victim services.95 Further, the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response provides information regarding technical resources, assistance centers, and post-mass shooting programs that prosecutors can utilize in the event of a mass shooting.96

Sponsored by: U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Office for Victims of Crime
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In short, after a mass shooting, prosecutors may be called upon to participate in providing short- and long-term victim services, and they can follow the examples of Family Assistance Center and other post-mass shooting protocols published online.

Regardless of whether the shooter lives or how the shooter dies, there is a role for a prosecutor, including pursuing the investigation and prosecution, talking to the public, and being a leader in healing the community and assisting victims.

**LEGISLATION AND POLICY**

**PROSECUTORS ALSO HAVE A ROLE IN SHAPING LEGISLATIVE CHANGES** around gun issues in their counties or states and in advocating legislative changes at the national level. While Congress has passed a number of laws in an effort to limit access to weapons, current legislation is either plagued with loopholes or outdated. Much of America’s gun laws are decades old and have failed to keep up with changing times and advances in technology. Other legislation, like internet-related laws, has produced a challenging dilemma, as Congress and courts have given websites that facilitate illegal firearms sales blanket immunity. In addition, constitutional concerns lurk behind many legislative conversations. The following are various legislative proposals that prosecutors can use their unique platforms to support, in an effort to combat mass shootings.

**BACKGROUND CHECKS AND OTHER LOOPHOLES**

**PROSECUTORS CAN HELP PREVENT MASS SHOOTINGS** by advocating laws that close background-check loopholes, strengthen definitions, and empower courts to take firearms out of dangerous hands.

Common sense demands better background check laws. True, the law requires background checks in many instances, but there are glaring loopholes that allow mass shooters and would-be mass shooters to access firearms. For example, unlicensed sellers, like individuals who sell guns online, at gun shows, or without a federal dealer’s license, can sell guns without having to run a background check on the purchaser. Approximately 22 percent of gun owners in the United States reported that they obtained their most recent firearm within the last two years and without a background check. However, background checks—most of which are processed through the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS)—impose minimal burdens on legal gun purchases and take less than two minutes. More than
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90 percent of Americans support background checks for all gun sales.\(^{101}\) So, too, closing the loophole may help prevent guns from being diverted to the illegal gun market in the first place.\(^{102}\) Although strengthening background check laws will not alone solve the problem of mass shootings, closing this loophole will bring us one step closer to ensuring that guns stay out of the hands of those who should not have them.

In September 2019, Attorney General William Barr floated a proposal that would expand background checks for purchases of firearms made online or at gun shows, require a bill of sale and a certificate of a successful background check with any commercial sale of a firearm, and require that law enforcement be notified of failed background checks.\(^{103}\) The National Rifle Association adamantly opposed the bill and no subsequent action has been taken.\(^{104}\) In the absence of federal legislation, however, prosecutors can advocate stronger state background check laws, such as the laws in the District of Columbia and the following states that require a background check at the point of transfer: California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington.\(^{105}\)
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Likewise, prosecutors can advocate legislation to close the “boyfriend loophole,” a gap in gun legislation that allows violent ex-intimate partners and stalkers to access firearms.\(^\text{106}\) Under present law, current or former spouses convicted of abuse or subject to a restraining order are prohibited from purchasing a firearm.\(^\text{107}\) However, in April 2019, the House of Representatives passed a bill that would reauthorize the Violence Against Women Act and close the “boyfriend loophole.”\(^\text{108}\) After months of bipartisan efforts to pass the bill in the Senate, negotiations ultimately broke down and the bill stalled.\(^\text{109}\) In the absence of a change in federal law, prosecutors can champion state legislation that closes this loophole, like the laws in Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Illinois, Massachusetts, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Utah, West Virginia, and the District of Columbia.\(^\text{110}\)

**JURISDICTIONS WITH LAWS CLOSING THE “BOYFRIEND LOOPHOLE”**

Clarifying and strengthening the definition of “fugitive from justice” for the purpose of barring firearms purchases will also help keep weapons out of dangerous hands. Fugitives from justice are barred from purchasing firearms, but, presently, that definition is fairly narrow.\(^\text{111}\) From the early 2000s until 2016, the FBI and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) disagreed over the correct definition of the term “fugitive from justice.” The FBI
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had interpreted the phrase broadly as any person with an outstanding arrest warrant. The ATF, however, considered it to mean a person who both had an outstanding arrest warrant and had traveled across state lines. In late 2016, the Justice Department Office of Legal Counsel adopted the ATF’s narrow interpretation of the phrase. Then, shortly after President Trump’s inauguration, the definition was narrowed even further to include only persons who had an outstanding arrest warrant and had traveled across state lines to avoid prosecution for a crime, or to avoid testifying in a criminal proceeding. On February 15, 2017, the FBI purged its database of the 450,000 people who no longer fit within the Justice Department’s definition of a “fugitive from justice.” Recently, a former ATF official called upon Congress to pass a law clarifying the proper definition of the phrase. Prosecutors can use their platform to inform the debate over which criminal justice involved—individuals should be allowed to purchase firearms.

Enhancing Extreme Risk Protection Order (ERPO) laws can also help keep guns out of dangerous hands. ERPO laws permit families or law enforcement officials to directly petition a court for a protection order that limits a high-risk individual’s access to firearms on a temporary basis. Seventeen states and the District of Columbia currently have laws providing for ERPOs. While some states limit ERPO petitions to law enforcement only, other laws are broader. In Maryland and the District of Columbia, for example, mental health providers are allowed to petition courts for an ERPO; New York law allows police officers, district attorneys, family members, and school administrators to file ERPO petitions; and Hawaii permits medical professionals, co-workers, and school administrators to file. ERPO laws are generally based on a number of factors that might make an individual a high-risk for committing gun violence. California’s statute, for instance, takes into account threats of violence against oneself or others, being subject to an emergency domestic violence order, or being convicted of a crime that impacts your rights to purchase or possess a firearm. Prosecutors in states that lack such laws can advocate the passage of such to help improve public safety. The District of Columbia and the following states have enacted ERPO laws: California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington.
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In short, there are a number of laws prosecutors can support at the state and federal level that would close loopholes in firearms legislation and help get guns out of dangerous hands. Seventeen states and DC have enacted Extreme Risk laws:

**GHOST GUNS AND MODIFIED WEAPONS**

*Advances in technology have made it easier* to conceal weapons and for mass shooters to massacre more people quickly. Prosecutors can support legislation to change this reality.

“Ghost guns” are increasingly becoming a problem that needs to be addressed. Advancements in 3-D printing have empowered individuals to create plastic guns, or “ghost guns,” which easily bypass metal detectors. These guns can be assembled from kits purchased online or at gun shows. Although firearms created with 3-D printers are not as durable as metal firearms, they can be just as dangerous. For example, on November 14, 2019, in Santa Clarita, California, a Saugus High School student with a ghost gun made from a kit of separately acquired parts with no serial numbers murdered two students and injured three others.

---


WHAT EXACTLY IS A GHOST GUN?

The term “ghost gun” is used by the media, law enforcement, and sometimes the firearms industry to describe homemade weapons devoid of serial numbers or other identifying markings that enable them to be tracked to their maker, seller, or original owner. For years, law enforcement authorities referred to these weapons as simply “homemade” guns or “kit” guns. 

Source: The Trace

Few states have laws to address this problem, and current federal law is insufficient. To circumvent the serial-number requirement, some online retailers sell nearly complete frames or receivers which the buyer can make functional with minimal effort. Once functional, these guns are untraceable by law enforcement, which uses serial numbers to track firearms. Congress has the ability to modernize the Undetectable Firearm Act by requiring that 3-D printed guns and unfinished frames or receivers have a serial number, or by requiring individuals to have a license to manufacture or assemble a firearm using unfinished materials.

At the state level, prosecutors can support the passage of laws like those in California and New Jersey. California’s “ghost gun” law requires any self-assembled firearm to contain a serial number. If a firearm is made of plastic, the serial number must be embedded within the plastic on a piece of metal large enough to be detected by a metal detector. New Jersey’s statute prohibits acquiring un-serialized frames or receivers from which an unserialized firearm may be “readily” assembled. The statute also prohibits using 3-D printers to manufacture firearms except by manufacturers or dealers registered with the state. In advocating legislation to target these emerging issues, it is important to address both the issues of undetectable and untraceable guns. If statutory language is unclear or not comprehensive, people may exploit loopholes to justify the continued use of ghost guns or plastic guns. Prosecutors can use their platform, expertise, and connections with legislators to explain the issues involved to ensure that new laws are sufficiently written to address the problem.
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So, too, the laws surrounding large capacity magazines and assault weapons must be strengthened. Mass shootings involving large capacity magazines result in approximately twice as many fatalities as mass shootings that do not involve large capacity magazines.\textsuperscript{139} Large capacity magazines have been used in all ten of the deadliest mass shootings in the last decade.\textsuperscript{140} For example, in 2017, the 1 October shooter used a large capacity magazine, bump stock, and an assault rifle to fire 100 rounds in just ten seconds, killing 58 people and injuring hundreds more.\textsuperscript{141} In 2019, the Dayton shooter used an assault weapon and a drum magazine that held 100 rounds, which allowed him to fire at least 41 rounds in less than 30 seconds,\textsuperscript{142} killing nine people and injuring 26 others.\textsuperscript{143}

It is not surprising that the deadliest mass shootings involve large capacity magazines. Those devices increase the number of rounds a shooter can fire consecutively and increase the shooter’s ability to wound and kill large numbers of people in a short amount of time.\textsuperscript{144} Similarly, high capacity magazines limit victims’ ability to escape and the opportunity for law enforcement or others to intervene, because without those modifications, a shooter would have to take time to reload his weapon.\textsuperscript{145} For example, the January 8, 2011 Tucson, Arizona shooter was stopped by a bystander tackling him when he paused to reload his gun.\textsuperscript{146}

Currently, there is no federal law that bans or limits large capacity magazines.\textsuperscript{147} In 1994, Congress passed the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act, making it illegal to transfer or possess a large capacity ammunition feeding device not lawfully possessed on or before the law’s enactment.\textsuperscript{148} The law also forbids the manufacture, transfer, and possession of semi-automatic assault weapons.\textsuperscript{149} However, the law expired in 2004 and, as a result, large capacity ammunition magazines that had been banned under the law are now legal, unless banned by state or local law.\textsuperscript{150} One study estimated that mass shooting deaths were 70 percent less likely to occur when the federal prohibition was in effect.\textsuperscript{151}
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One way to limit access to these devices is for states to implement bans. As of 2019, only nine states and Washington D.C. had laws banning large capacity magazines and seven states and Washington D.C. had also banned assault weapons.\textsuperscript{152} State laws, however, cannot mitigate the problem as well as federal law could, because individuals can access these devices in states where they are not banned and carry them across state lines, as was demonstrated by the 2019 Gilroy Garlic Festival shooting, in which the shooter purchased such a weapon in Nevada and carried it across state lines to California, where it was illegal.\textsuperscript{154}

In sum, there is a need for legislation to regulate the significant advances in gun technology that have made it easier for shooters to massacre victims.

**ACCOUNTABILITY**

**THE LAWS REGARDING RESPONSIBILITY,** both for committing mass shootings and for facilitating violence via the internet, are outdated, and there are legislative changes that could bring those laws into the 21st Century.

In light of the evolution of the internet, public safety demands revisiting the decades old laws governing it. Twenty-five years ago, before mass shootings were the new norm and before websites like 8chan and Armslist, a website that facilitates firearms sales, provided platforms that facilitate criminal and extremist behavior, Congress passed the Communications Decency Act, which provides immunity from liability to providers and users of internet platforms that publish information by third-party users.\textsuperscript{155} Courts have interpreted this statute broadly to insulate online intermediaries from liability “when they actively remove content in good faith for socially beneficial purposes” and “when they make no attempt to remove content and regardless of whether they act in good faith.”\textsuperscript{156} So, too, the law permits online intermediaries to benefit from other peoples’ speech while still being shielded from liability.\textsuperscript{157} This broad interpretation and ability to profit eliminates incentives for online intermediaries to remove or monitor the content posted to its site.\textsuperscript{158} For example, a broad interpretation of Section 230 could mean that Facebook would be immune from liability if it (1) deletes a post it believes is unlawful; (2) fails to delete a post not knowing whether it is unlawful; and (3) fails to delete a post knowing that it is unlawful.\textsuperscript{159}
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In 2012, Zina Daniel Haughton obtained a restraining order against her husband after he assaulted and threatened to kill her.\textsuperscript{160} Despite the order prohibiting him from possessing a firearm for four years, he posted a “want to buy” advertisement on Armslist, “seeking to buy a handgun with a high-capacity magazine ‘asap.’”\textsuperscript{161} Through that posting, he bought a gun and, the next day, he murdered his wife and two others, injured four additional people, then killed himself.\textsuperscript{162} Zina’s daughter sued Armslist for allowing the sale to occur, alleging that Armslist facilitated firearms sales to prohibited persons because the site allowed prospective purchasers to filter sellers to “private sellers” to bypass background checks and allowed users to remain anonymous.\textsuperscript{163} Citing Section 230, the Wisconsin Supreme Court sided with Armslist.\textsuperscript{164} Although the court’s interpretation was fair on the law, the law is outdated. The internet has evolved immensely since 1996. Today, Section 230 goes well beyond facilitating free speech on the internet to shielding online intermediaries like Armslist from liability for facilitating illegal behavior and eliminating any incentive to promote safety.

Another way to improve safety is to enhance terrorism laws under which these crimes can be investigated and prosecuted. Federal law defines terrorism as crimes of violence that are intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian population or government policy, but there is a distinction between “international” terrorism, which must have a foreign or transnational nexus, and “domestic” terrorism, which occurs primarily on American soil. While domestic terrorism is defined in federal law,\textsuperscript{165} no criminal charge of domestic terrorism exists at the federal level.\textsuperscript{166} Accordingly, the FBI lacks the investigative tools needed to adequately respond to threats of mass shootings. Under the Patriot Act, the federal government has a variety of tools and resources to combat international terrorism, including the authority to conduct surveillance of suspected terrorists.\textsuperscript{167} However, the federal government has fewer tools and resources to investigate domestic terrorism because would-be perpetrators of domestic terrorism are afforded greater constitutional protections than would-be perpetrators of international terrorism.\textsuperscript{168}

The gap in this law is illustrated by the El Paso, Texas Walmart shooter. He killed 22 people, injured 26 others, and confessed that he had planned the attack with the intention of targeting Mexicans.\textsuperscript{169} According to former FBI Assistant Director Frank Figliuzzi, had he been “Islamic, and his hateful online screed full of mentions of Allah, law enforcement would have [had] the legal resources needed to address the ideological motivation for his violence in an
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enhanced fashion.”

Likewise, if he had been “identified as a follower of Islam, [it is] possible the FBI could have prevented the horror of El Paso because the law for international terrorism allows counterterrorism officials to monitor the racist and violence-enabling chat rooms where terrorists gather.”

In the absence of federal legislation, at the state level, prosecutors can support implementation of laws that treat domestic and international terrorism in the same manner and allow prosecutors to bring such charges. New York’s general terrorism statute is a good example, as it allows prosecutors to bring both domestic and international terrorism charges. New York law provides that a person is guilty of a crime of terrorism when, “with intent to intimidate or coerce a civilian population, influence the policy of a unit of government by intimidation or coercion, or affect the conduct of a unit of government by murder, assassination, or kidnapping, he or she commits a specified offense.” Similarly, the law provides that an “act of terrorism,” is an act constituting a “specified offense,” i.e., an enumerated offense from the list provided in the statute, that is intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian population, influence the policy of a unit of government by intimidation or coercion, or affect the conduct of a unit of government by murder, assassination or kidnapping.

Under those laws, in 2019, the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office charged a 28-year-old white man, who traveled from Maryland, with the intent of starting a race war, and stabbed a 66-year-old black man named Timothy Caughman to death, with Murder in the First Degree in Furtherance of an Act of Terrorism and Murder in the Second Degree as a Crime of Terrorism. The defendant pled guilty to the charges and was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole. Although the defendant in that case did not commit a mass shooting, the example demonstrates how laws can be crafted such that prosecutors can bring terrorism charges against individuals who engage in behavior that would not constitute international terrorism, but rather would fall into the category of domestic terrorism, a crime that the federal government is unable to pursue due to the lack of a foreign nexus.

In short, stronger laws regulating liability for illegal activity on the internet and empowering law enforcement to investigate and prosecute domestic terrorism may promote the ability to seek justice in mass shooting events.

---
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173 N.Y. Penal Law § 490.05 (West 2019). Notably, on April 3, 2020, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo signed a law to become effective November 1, 2020, relating to hate crimes and “Domestic Terrorism.” That law created the crimes of First- and Second-Degree Domestic Act of Terrorism Motivated by Hate. An individual is guilty of the second-degree crime if, as part of the same criminal transaction, the individual (1) attempts to cause the death of, or serious physical injury to, five or more non-participants in the criminal transaction; (2) acts with the intent to cause the death of, or serious physical injury to, such five or more non-participants in the criminal transaction; and (3) acts in whole or in substantial part because of the perceived race, color national origin, ancestry, gender, gender identity or expression, religion, religious practice, age, disability, or sexual orientation of such other person. Such acts and intentions are elevated to the first-degree offense if the actor is over the age of 18 and kills at least one person. N.Y. Penal Law §§ 490.27 & 490.28 (as added by Laws of New York 2020 ch. 55).
FUNDING FOR RESEARCH AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

ALTHOUGH THE ABOVE-DISCUSSED LEGISLATIVE changes would go a long way to improving public safety, funding for research and mental health services could go even further.

The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) had not received funding to study gun violence in over 20 years. A March 2018 budget deal clarified that the CDC could study gun violence provided it abstained from promoting gun control legislation, but the agency has noted it is limited in what it can do without additional funding. Despite a House panel appropriating $50 million for gun violence research in April 2019, many Republican legislators contend that increased funding is unnecessary. However, gun violence research can and should be used to inform the discussion on effective gun control legislation.

Another way to improve public safety aside from strengthening gun legislation is prioritizing access to mental health care services. Although a diagnosis of mental illness does not increase the likelihood someone will commit an act of violence, access to supportive care can reduce the likelihood. Thus, increasing access to even short-term, supportive mental health care can dramatically reduce the frequency of mass shootings. This is because, as discussed elsewhere in this resource guide, those who commit mass shootings may be average people experiencing a short-term personal crisis, as opposed to severe mental illness.

Relatedly, prosecutors can educate legislators about the mental-health toll caused by mass shootings. For example, coroners and first responders endure severe trauma in the aftermath of mass shootings. These courageous men and women are forced to see and experience the horrific carnage of a mass shooting and it is unfair and dangerous to assume that they can witness such tragedy and not be affected mentally. Less than two years after 1 October, the deadliest mass shooting in United States history, the Las Vegas legislature passed Senate Bill No. 463, which authorized the coroner to “establish a program to promote the mental health of the employees of the office of the coroner” and any person impacted as a result of providing services in his or her professional capacity in response to an incident involving mass casualties within the county. Prosecutors should encourage their state legislature to pass similar statutes, ensuring that if a mass shooting occurs, those who care for the community in times of need have resources available to care for themselves.

In short, funding for research and treatment is a necessary component of combating gun violence.

In sum, there is significant room for improvement in current laws regarding gun violence and prosecutors can use their platforms to advocate these changes to keep their communities safer.
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CONCLUSION

WHILE IT IS NOT FEASIBLE TO PREVENT ALL MASS SHOOTINGS, this resource guide aims to help the nation’s prosecutors prepare for, prevent, and respond to mass shootings within their diverse jurisdictions around the country. Prosecutors do not need to wait for their city to join the countless others that are forever united by the tragedy of a mass shooting. Rather, they can plan and prepare ahead of time to prevent a mass shooting from taking place.

In addition, prosecutors can use their platform to champion legislation to limit the frequency and severity of future mass shootings. Just because mass shootings have become the new norm in the present does not mean that they are our future, and prosecutors are uniquely positioned to leverage the tools and relationships they have available to them to help make that difference.
RESOURCES FOR PROSECUTORS

GENERAL RESOURCES

**ADL’s Center on Extremism**
A research and investigation team that tracks and analyzes extremist activity in the United States.
https://www.adl.org/who-we-are/our-organization/advocacy-centers/center-on-extremism

**Association of Prosecuting Attorneys**
A global group of prosecutors working to improve the criminal justice system.
http://www.apa-inc.org/

**Everytown for Gun Safety**
A nonprofit organization that advocates for common-sense reforms to reduce gun violence.
https://everytown.org/

**Giffords: Courage to Fight Gun Violence**
A nonprofit policy organization dedicated to saving lives from gun violence.
https://giffords.org/

**Gun Violence Archive**
A nonprofit formed to provide free, accurate information about gun-related violence in the United States.
https://www.gunviolencearchive.org/

**Joyce Foundation**
A private foundation that invests in reforming public policies and systems.
http://www.joycefdn.org/

**Southern Poverty Law Center**
An organization dedicated to fighting hate and bigotry.
https://www.splcenter.org/what-we-do

PREPARATION RESOURCES

**Department of Homeland Security Active Shooter Preparedness**
A page with various links to information regarding preparation for an active shooter event.
https://www.dhs.gov/cisa/active-shooter-preparedness

**FBI Active Shooter Resources**
FBI’s informational page about active shooter resources.
https://www.fbi.gov/about/partnerships/office-of-partner-engagement/active-shooter-resources

**Texas School Safety Center, Understanding the Pathway to Violence**
Provides information to understand the “pathway to violence” an individual takes before executing something like a mass shooting.
https://txssc.txstate.edu/tools/tam-toolkit/understanding

**United States National Response Team Incident Command System/Unified Command Technical Assistance Document**
A document intended to guide agencies at the state, federal, and local levels promote safe and effective incident response.
https://www.nrt.org/sites/2/files/ICSUCTA.pdf

A guide intended for use by school personnel and law enforcement officials tasked with protecting schools that can serve as a useful resource with regard to threat management and mass shooting prevention.
https://www2.ed.gov/admins/lead/safety/threatassessmentguide.pdf
POST-MASS SHOOTING AND VICTIM ASSISTANCE CENTER RESOURCES

Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response: Technical Resources, Assistance Center, and Information Exchange

Compilation of post-mass shooting programs and resources provided by a section of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Los Angeles County Operational Area: Family Assistance Center Plan
A plan to aid in the development of a multi-agency plan to provide for disaster victims and their families.

Texas Department of State Health Services: Family Assistance Center Toolkit
A plan to provide a framework for state agencies to operate a Family Assistant Center in the event of a mass casualty or other tragedy.
https://www.dshs.texas.gov/commprep/response/5ToolsAndInfo/FAC_Toolkit_V1-0_09-1-2016.pdf

Virginia Department of Emergency Management: Family Assistance Center Plan
A plan to provide a framework for state agencies to operate a Family Assistant Center in the event of a mass casualty or other tragedy.

VICTIM ASSISTANCE FUNDING RESOURCES

National Organization for Victim Assistance
Organization that offers trainings for victim assistance professionals.
https://www.trynova.org/training/overview/

Victims of Crime Act, Crime Victims Fund
A major funding source for victim services.
https://www.ovc.gov/grants/index.html

1 OCTOBER AFTER-ACTION REPORTS REVIEWS

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Summaries of the events that took place on 1 October, intended to distribute best practices and guidance from lessons learned.
https://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=814668

Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
Summaries of the events that took place on 1 October, intended to distribute best practices and guidance from lessons learned.
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